AINSWORTH, Eve – *Seven Days*; *Crush*; *Lost*

ALCOTT, Louisa. *Little Women*; *Good Wives*

ALMOND, David. *Skellig*; *Counting Stars*; *My Name Is Mina*; *A Song for Ella Grey*; *Half a Creature from the Sea*; *The Colour of the Sun*

ANDERSON, Laurie Halse. *Chains*; *Forge*; *Ashes*

BLACKMAN, Malorie. *Noughts and Crosses*; *Knife Edge*; *Checkmate*; *Double Cross*

BOSCH, Pseudonymous. *Secret Series*

BOWLER, Tim. *River Boy*; *Sea of Whispers*

BOYCE, Frank Cottrell. *The Unforgotten Coat*; *Sputnik’s Guide to Life on Earth*

BOYNE, John. *The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas*; *The Boy at the Top of the Mountain*; *The Terrible Thing that Happened to Barnaby Brocket*

BRADFORD, Chris. *Young Samurai Series*; *Bodyguard Series*

BRESLIN, Theresa. *Spy for the Queen of Scots*; *Ghost Soldier*; *The Rasputin Dagger*

BROOKS, Kevin. *Dogchild*

BURNETT, Frances Hodgson. *A Little Princess*; *The Secret Garden*

CHEUNG, Sue. *Chinglish*

CHRISTIE, Agatha. *Murder on the Orient Express*; *And Then There Were None*; *4.50 from Paddington*

CLARE, Cassandra. *Magisterium Series*; *The Dark Artifices Series*

COLE, Steve. *Young Bond Series*

COLFER, Eoin. *Artemis Fowl Series*; *The Fowl Twins*

COOPER, Susan. *Ghost Hawk*

CRAIG, Joe. *Jimmy Coates Series*

CROSSAN, Sarah. *The Weight of Water*; *Apple and Rain*

DAHL, Roald. *The BFG*; *James and the Giant Peach*; *Matilda*

DASHNER, James. *The Mortality Doctrine, Maze Runner Series*

DELANEY, Joseph. *Spooks Series*; *Arena 13 Series*

DICKINSON, Matt. *The Everest Files*; *North Face*; *Killer Storm*

DOWSWELL, Paul. *Powder Monkey*; *Ausländer*; *The Cabinet of Curiosities*; *Sektion 20*; *Eleven Eleven*; *Red Shadow*; *Bomber*

EARLE, Phil. *The Bubble Wrap Boy*

EVANS, Lissa. *Small Change for Stuart*

FOSTER, Stewart. *The Bubble Boy*; *All the Things that Could Go Wrong*

FRAILTON, Zana. *The Bone Sparrow*

FUNKE, Cornelia. *Reckless Series*; *Inkheart Trilogy*

GARDNER, Sally. *The Red Necklace*; *Maggot Moon*; *Tinder*; *The Door that Led to Where*

GLEITZMAN, Morris. *Once*; *Then*; *Now*; *After*; *Soon*; *Maybe*

GLYNN, Connie. *The Rosewood Chronicles*

GRANT, Helen. *Forbidden Spaces Trilogy*; *Silent Saturday, Demons of Ghent, Urban Legends*

GRANT, Michael. *Gone Series*; *Front Lines Series*

GREEN, John. *Let It Snow*; *The Fault in our Stars*

GRISHAM, John. *Theodore Boone Series*

HARDINGE, Frances. *Deeplight*

HESSE, Monica. *The Girl in the Blue Coat*

HIGSON, Charlie. *Young Bond Series*; *The Enemy Series*

HOROWITZ, Anthony. *Alex Rider Series*; *Power of Five Series*
KERR, Judith. *When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit*
LAIRD, Elizabeth. *The Fastest Boy in the World; Welcome to Nowhere*
LANDY, Derek. *Skulduggery Pleasant Series*
LAWRENCE, Caroline. *The Roman Mysteries Series*
LU, Marie. *Warcross; Wildcard*
LUNDY, Derek. *Welcome to Nowhere; Where the World Ends*
MCGOWAN, Anthony. *Lark*
MCKAY, Hilary. *Skylarks' War*
MITCHELL, Tom. *How to Rob a Bank; That Time I Got Kidnapped*
MORPURGO, Michael. *Alone on the Wide Wide Sea; Private Peaceful; War Horse; Shadow; Listen to the Moon; An Eagle in the Snow*
MUCHAMORE, Robert. *Cherub Series; Rock War Series*
MULLIGAN, Andy. *Trash*
MUSSI, Sarah. *Snowdonia Chronicles*
NESS, Patrick. *A Monster Calls*
NIELSEN, Susin. *The Reluctant Journal of Henry K Larsen*
NIX, Garth. *The Keys to the Kingdom Series*
PALACIO, R. J. *Wonder*
PAOLINI, Christopher. *Inheritance Cycle: Eragon, Eldest, Brisingr, Inheritance*
PATTERSON, James. *Maximum Ride Series*
PRATCHETT, Terry. *Nation; I Shall Wear Midnight; Snuff; Dodger; The Shepherd’s Crown*
PULLMAN, Philip. *His Dark Materials Trilogy: Northern Lights, The Subtle Knife, The Amber Spyglass; The Sally Lockhart Quartet; The Book of Dust*
REEVE, Philip. *Mortal Engines Quartet; Fever Crumb Series; Railhead Trilogy*
RIGGS, Ransom. *Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children Series*
RIORDAN, Rick. *Heroes of Olympus Series; Magnus Chase Series*
ROWLING, J. K. *Harry Potter Series; Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them*
RYAN, Chris. *Special Forces Cadets: Siege, Missing, Justice, Ruthless*
SACHAR, Louis. *Holes; Small Steps; There’s a Boy in the Girl’s Bathroom; The Cardturner*
SAUNDERS, Kate. *Five Children on the Western Front; The Land of Neverendings*
SCARROW, Alex. *TimeRiders Series*
SEDGWICK, Marcus. *The Book of Dead Days; The Dark Flight Down; Blood Red, Snow White; My Swordhand is Singing; White Crow; Midwinterblood; She Is Not Invisible; Saint Death*
SHAN, Darren. *The Demonata Series; Zom-B Series*
SLATER, Kim. *The Boy who Lied; A Seven Letter Word*
SNICKET, Lemony. *A Series of Unfortunate Events Series*
ST JOHN, Lauren. *Dead Man’s Cove; One Dollar Horse Trilogy; The Glory*
STEVENS, Robin. *Murder Most Unladylike Series*
STEWART, Paul. *The Edge Chronicles Series; Wyrmeweald Series: Returner’s Wealth, Bloodhoney, The Bone Trail*
TOLKIEN, J. R. R. *The Hobbit*
TORDAY, Piers. *The Last Wild; The Dark Wild; The Wild Beyond*
VLAHOS, Len. *Life in a Fishbowl*
WALDEN, Mark. *Earthfall Series*
WEIR, Andy. *The Martian; Artemis*
WEATHERLY, L. A. *Angel Trilogy; Broken Trilogy*
WESTERFELD, Scott. *Uglies Series: Uglies, Pretties, Specials, Extras; Zeroes Series*
WOMACK, Philip. *The Arrow of Apollo*
ZEPHANIAH, Benjamin. *Refugee Boy; Teacher’s Dead; Terror Kid*